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			                  COOKIES CONFIGURATION 
   Basic information about cookies 
  When you visit a website, app or any other site, this can store or retrieve information in your browser, mainly in the form of cookies. This information may be related to you, your preferences or your device and is used primarily to make the site work as expected. The information generally does not identify you directly, but it can provide a more personalized experience. As we respect your privacy, you can choose to exclude some types of cookies. You can click on the different category headings to get more information and change our default settings. However, if you block some types of cookies, your experience of using the site may be affected and also the services we can offer you. 
  MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE COOKIES WE USE.  
  With the slider, you can enable or disable the different types of cookies: 
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                                	Remember which cookies group you accepted


                            

                            
                                What does it not allow to?

                                	Remember your login details
	Essential: Remember your cookie permission setting
	Essential: Allow session cookies
	Essential: Gather information you input into a contact forms newsletter and other forms across all pages
	Essential: Keep track of what you input in a shopping cart
	Essential: Authenticate that you are logged into your user account
	Essential: Remember language version you selected
	Functionality: Remember social media settings
	Functionality: Remember selected region and country
	Analytics: Keep track of your visited pages and interaction taken
	Analytics: Keep track about your location and region based on your IP number
	Analytics: Keep track of the time spent on each page
	Analytics: Increase the data quality of the statistics functions
	Advertising: Tailor information and advertising to your interests based on e.g. the content you have visited before. (Currently we do not use targeting or targeting cookies.
	Advertising: Gather personally identifiable information such as name and location
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                                	Required: Remember your cookie permission settings
	Necessary: Allow session cookies
	Required: Collect the information you enter in a newsletter contact form and other forms on all pages


                            

                            
                                What does it not allow to?

                                	Remember your login details
	Technique: Remember social media settings
	Technique: Remember the selected country and region
	Analysis: Keep track of the pages visited and the interaction on them
	Analysis: Track location and region based on IP address
	Analysis: Keep track of time spent on each page
	Analysis: Increase the quality of data from statistical functions
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                                	Required: Remember your cookie permission settings
	Necessary: Allow session cookies
	Required: Collect the information you enter in a newsletter contact form and other forms on all pages
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                                	Analysis: Keep track of the pages visited and the interaction on them
	Analysis: Track location and region based on IP address
	Analysis: Keep track of the time spent on each page
	Analysis: Increase the quality of data from statistical functions
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                                	Required: Remember your cookie permission settings
	Necessary: Allow session cookies
	Required: Collect the information you enter in a newsletter contact form and other forms on all pages
	Analysis: Keep track of the pages visited and the interaction on them
	Analysis: Track location and region based on IP address
	Analysis: Keep track of time spent on each page
	Analysis: Increase the quality of data from statistical functions


                            

                            
                                What does it not allow to?

                                	Advertising: Tailor information and advertising to your interests based on, for example, the content you have visited before. (We currently do not use targeting or targeting cookies)
	Advertising: Collect personally identifiable information such as name and location
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                                	WE DO NOT COLLECT INFORMATION FROM / FOR ADVERTISING
	Required: Remember your cookie permission settings
	Necessary: Allow session cookies
	Required: Collect the information you enter in a newsletter contact form and other forms on all pages
	Analysis: Keep track of the pages visited and the interaction on them
	Analysis: Track location and region based on IP address
	Analysis: Keep track of time spent on each page
	Analysis: Increase the quality of data from statistical functions
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                                	Advertising: Tailor information and advertising to your interests based on, for example, the content you have visited before. (We currently do not use targeting or targeting cookies)
	Advertising: Collect personally identifiable information such as name and location
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				COOKIE WARNING

Telefonica Seguros uses its own and third party cookies to manage the portal, collect information on the use of the portal  and to analyse and improve our services. You can click on "Accept and continue" to allow the use of cookies or on "Cookie settings"  to select which type of cookies you wish to accept or reject. More information is available in our Cookie Policy.		    
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   Basic information about cookies 
  When you visit a website, app or any other site, this can store or retrieve information in your browser, mainly in the form of cookies. This information may be related to you, your preferences or your device and is used primarily to make the site work as expected. The information generally does not identify you directly, but it can provide a more personalized experience. As we respect your privacy, you can choose to exclude some types of cookies. You can click on the different category headings to get more information and change our default settings. However, if you block some types of cookies, your experience of using the site may be affected and also the services we can offer you. 
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                                	Required: Remember your cookie permission settings
	Necessary: Allow session cookies
	Required: Collect the information you enter in a newsletter contact form and other forms on all pages
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	Analysis: Track location and region based on IP address
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                                	Advertising: Tailor information and advertising to your interests based on, for example, the content you have visited before. (We currently do not use targeting or targeting cookies)
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